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Week of August 12 2014

News and Notes

Kickoff Academic Year Luncheon
We will once again gather as a community and kickoff the beginning of another academic year with a luncheon on Thursday, August 21, 2014 from noon until 1:30 p.m. in the Private Dining Rooms at the Morris Inn. Please RSVP to Julie no later than FRIDAY, AUGUST 15.

The Crossings Cafe is open for business! Welcome back Kim! Follow the Crossings Cafe on Twitter for daily specials. @CafeCrossingsND

https://twitter.com/CafeCrossingsND

Early interviews for students are taking place this week through CDO.

LL.M. Orientations
Orientation for the CCHR’s LL.M. in International Human Rights Law begins on Monday, August 18.
Orientation for the inaugural class of the General LL.M. begins Tuesday, August 19.

Several courses start at the end of this week.

- Intensive Trial Ad – Aug 16-23
- Intensive Transactional Law – Aug. 18-22
- Applied Mediation – Aug. 20-22
- Contract Drafting – Aug. 18 – Sept 5

Randy and Abi Kozel welcomed Hannah Josephine Kozel into the world on August 6.
Congratulations Randy and Abi!
Jimmy Gurule is traveling to Bogota, Colombia to address the members of the Colombian Supreme Court, Attorney General, and lower court judges at a judicial conference on “Democracy and the Judiciary.” The conference is scheduled for August 14-15 and will be held in Monteria, Colombia. President Juan Manuel Santos will also be speaking at the conference. His address immediately follows President Santos’ remarks and is entitled La Responsabilidad del Poder Judicial en una Democracia Vibrante or “The Responsibility of the Judiciary in a Vibrant Democracy.”

Judy Fox was quoted in several media sources on August 8.

- Bloomberg article Why Credit Scores May Be About to Go Up: It’s the New You
- NPR and affiliates Shazam! Now You Look Like A Better Borrower
- Deseret News article This change may be giving your credit score a lift on August 10.


Mary Ellen O’Connell was quoted in The Guardian article Isis incursion into Iraqi Kurdistan pushing Obama to consider air strikes on August 7.

Nicole Garnett was interviewed by William Bole of Our Sunday Visitor about her book with Peg Brinig “Lost Classroom, Lost Community” (University of Chicago Press, $45). The interview is in the article Catholic schools key to inner cities on August 6.

Lloyd Mayer was quoted in the ProPublica article Pro-Troop Charity Misleads Donors While Lining Political Consultants’ Pockets on August 5.

Gerry Bradley was quoted in the Breitbart article Slate: Conservatives Offended by New, Tiny Gay Numbers from CDC on August 5.

Lloyd Mayer was quoted in Huffington Post article ‘Pro-Troop’ Charity Repeatedly Misled Voters, FUNneled Millions To Tea Partiers on August 5.
News from the Library

The NDLScholarship repository pasted the 200,000 download milestone!

An archive of the NDLS Update from 1991 to the present is now online in the NDLScholarship repository.

A gallery of past NDLS event posters is now available in the library’s NDLScholarship repository http://scholarship.law.nd.edu/ndls_posters/. If there is more information you would like displayed about the event and poster, send it to Susan Good. As of today, there are 85 posters in the collection. If you have a printed or digital version of a poster that is not in the gallery and would like it added, please send it to Susan for the collection. In the future, please try to send any new event posters to Susan for the NDLS calendar and the poster collection gallery.

Did you know a Prince of the Church dedicated the Law Building in 1930? His Eminence, Patrick Cardinal Hayes gave the ritual blessing of the Church and addressed the faculty and students. His address, in part, was published in the Notre Dame Lawyer.

Dedication of the Law Building, 6 Notre Dame L. Rev. 27 (1930).

Have a submission for The NDLS Update? Send an email by noon on Thursday for inclusion the following Tuesday, to libnews@nd.edu, or contact NDLS Update editors Susan Good or Jody Klontz.